The Penang Public Library Corporation (PPLC) has introduced an innovation, a special form of printed material (Braille) combined with a book (text) to be introduced to the special needs (Category of Blind) which enables everyone to read where there is no discrimination among the normal classes and special needs (Category of Blind).

**OBJECTIVE**

To attract and create opportunities for the special needs (Category of Blind) to ensure they are not left behind in getting information in the stream technology is growing rapidly.

**NOVELTY**

To create opportunities for the special needs (Category of Blind) so that they can obtain comprehensive information and knowledge without limitation.

**PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT**

**OUR PROGRAMMES**

The idea of producing custom printed material (Braille) combined with the book started when the Penang Public Library Corporation organized the ‘Northern Territory Work Disability Program, Special Needs’ (Category of Blind) held on 17 November 2016.

**OUR COLLECTIONS**

A total of 1,337 titles since 2016 and a loan of 2,690 units. Produced custom printed braille combined with the book covered fiction, religion, family, hobbies and other various genres.

**OUR VISION**

To continue promoting the reading culture and make it a habit especially among the special needs (Category of Blind).

**BENEFITS**

- The special people (category of blind) feel more appreciated
- Increase self-confidence (be able to communicate and socialise freely)